
SCREENWRITING AGENT DIRECTORY

You can read more about why it's a good move to contact managers over agents in our post, How to Get a
Screenwriting Agent and Manager.

A market leader in adult fiction, our lists include thrillers, mysteries, crime, horror, fantasy, accessible literary,
romantic comedy, chick-lit, women in jeopardy, sagas and historical. So, we have a dedicated office in
Shoreditch, and maintain a network of contacts worldwide â€” but also aim for the personal touch. Try to
speak to a receptionist to confirm. Boutique Agencies The following list is made in alphabetical order: 1.
Hopefully this will help you sound like a professional when the topic of agents comes up and perform well in
meetings with these influential decision-makers. At an agency you know everything about everybody â€” even
in the mailroom. We keep our business highly specialised, our client base small but perfectly formed, and staff
numbers to a minimum so as to provide maximum continuity in all our dealings. You need to be very familiar
with these companies. We represent writers, directors, producers, designers, composers and below-the-line
talent across the creative industries. Maintaining a high-quality client list, we represent and advise both
experienced writers and those new to the business. Since then, the agency has grown to include four agents
and one associate agent in the literary department, and three film and TV agents and one associate agent in our
media department. What binds us all is our enthusiasm for our clients, great drama and the deal-making that
facilitates it. We have fifteen years experience across feature and TV productions and work with a range of
talent from their early short films onwards to international motion pictures. Website: futermanrose. The
agency represents creative and technical talent in the fields of motion picture, television, books, music, live
performance, branded entertainment, and new media. As a small agency, we have the time to take a hands-on
approach with our clients, offering them a unique level of guidance and personal service. We represent authors
of commercial and literary fiction, non-fiction and scripts for film and television. We have close relationships
with the major film and television agents and managers in the U. But you miss the personal elements, factual
backstory, and real-world situations that are crucial to understanding agents and persuading them to represent
you. The company is jointly managed by its three agents â€” Alison Finch, Dominic Lord and Gary Wild â€”
who have worked together for over a decade, combining their knowledge and industry experience. We wanted
the company to reflect the best aspects of both small and large agencies. Our Film, TV and Theatre department
looks after talented writers originating and scripting material for stage, screen and new media, as well as
selling screen and stage rights to the books we handle. Twitter: DenchArnold Elaine Steel Management Elaine
Steel represents writers and directors in film, television, stage and radio as well as book writers Website:
elainesteel.


